
Unique dancing Ganesha statue
4 ft
Read More
SKU: 00580
Price: ₹70,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: garden decor, garden statue, home décor, New
Arrivals, outdoor statue, red stone, sandstone, stone
statue

Product Description

Nritya Ganpati as the name propone a happy dancer, the cheerful and delightful form of
Ganesha God Statue.  Here the lord is on one leg slightly bent on the ground while the other is
above the ground and bent towards the knee. The statue is standing on a lotus platform.
Material: Sandstone/Redstone Dimension (HWL): 48 x 23 x 12 inch Height: 4 ft (approx.)
Positioning: Dancing
Here the dancing lord stone sculptures have for hands. One broken tusk (which he used to write
Mahabharat epic) in the right hand which is an example of sacrifice, an elephant goad in the
lower right hand for the destruction of ignorance and illusion. Prayer beads in the lower left
hand represent the continuous hunting of knowledge and the sweet ladoo is the appraisal of
spiritual life. Also, his tusk is curled in the end and holding his favorite pudding "modak".
Lord Shiva known as the father of Ganesha famous for his dance in anger as "Rudra Tandava"
while the dance of his son is depicted as "Ananda Tandava". He is not only the deity of
knowledge, wisdom, and learning also known as Rangaraj, a delicate dancer and performer
which he inherited from the dance of tandava form and lasya form from his mother goddess
Parvati and unifies both dances beautifully.Whenever we face any trouble, one deity that comes
to our mind first is Lord Ganesha, the remover of all difficulty. The three-segment of a pleasant
life is fortune, joy, and fitness which the Ganesha is known for fulfilling. So this form of Ganesha
god is widely homage by artists and dancers. Placement: Dancing Ganesha increases the
positivity if placed in the southeast direction. Never place the dancing Ganesha in the prayer
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room.  It can be an auspicious gift for any purpose to your loved one. Care: Sandstone material
is the finest and easiest to clean, out of all other elements as it does not require periodic
cleaning. "Bring in the statue of happiness and obtain good luck in your life."

Sandstone Ganesha sitting
statue 61 inch
Read More
SKU: 00579
Price: ₹120,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: garden decor, garden statue, home décor, New
Arrivals, outdoor statue, red stone, sandstone

Product Description

Apsara sandstone statue 60 inch
Read More
SKU: 00578
Price: ₹90,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Apsara Sculpture Khajuraho | Angel
Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: garden decor, garden statue, home décor, New
Arrivals, outdoor statue, red stone, sandstone
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Product Description

The sandstone statue of Apsara 5 ft is a classic charming decoration, to elevate your outdoor
beautification. Pick the minimalistic chic from the basket of CRAFTS ODISHA to add a sculpted
touch of traditional sophistication to your favorite space. Material: Sandstone / Redstone /
khondalite stone Height: 5 ft Dimension(HWL): 60 x 24 x 12 inch Position: Standing About
the enchanting outdoor stone statue:

The soothing statue of apsara is seen standing over a flower-carved plinth with an infant
alongside.
She is seen feeding a bird, with a humble expression on her face.
The jewelry-like armlets, bangles, earrings, necklaces, head jewelry, anklets are beautifully
engraved on her body along with the garments.
The brilliant sculpture is made by the skillful artisans of Odisha where stone carving is a
major handicraft and popular globally.

Apsaras: The paragon of beauty and art

Apsara has many roles in Hindu mythology and scriptures. Rambha, Menaka, Urvashi, are
a few examples of them.
Said to have emerged from the churning of the milk ocean.
Usually, they are wives and lovers of Gandharvas together they live in the palace of Lord
Indra.
The master of singing and dancing skills performs in courts of Gods.

Suggestion  for keeping the beautiful stone sculpture :

You can use it, in your interior design of the hotel, restaurant, palace, and home with many
placement possibilities.
It will fetch you many compliments if you keep it on each side of your entrance of the
home, restaurant, marriage hall, and hotel.
Placing it in your garden, park, and landscaping by giving your space a mesmerizing view.
You can also consider placing the outdoor stone statue beside the artificial water body,
fountain, and swimming pool, etc.

Few benefits of placing the  alluring outdoor stone statue of the Apsara:

Confirming to Vaastu, the east and Northeast zone is associated with happiness and
refreshment, so keeping it in the specified zone, will double your joy and happiness.
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Artists associated with singing and dancing are advised to keep the statue west and the
Southwest zone will be more beneficial.
Facing the stone sculptures outward of the entrance of your home or office, will welcome
positive energy.

How to take care of the outdoor stone statue:

The above mesmerizing stone statue is made of Sandstone.
The main advantage of Sandstone is that it is weather-resistant and the most durable
material.
Clean it with a piece of dry cloth and broom over the surface of the outdoor stone statue.
The cleaning of the outdoor stone statue should be carried every alternative day
depending upon dusts in the location to keep the dirt away from the surface.

Sandstone apsara statue statue
60 inch
Read More
SKU: 00577
Price: ₹90,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Apsara Sculpture Khajuraho | Angel
Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: garden statue, New Arrivals, outdoor statue, red
stone, sandstone, stone statue

Product Description

The Apsara statue 5 ft is a hypnotic reflection of motherly love that creates a charming
atmosphere where ever you place it. The elegant design makes a beautiful and impressive look
to light up your décor theme. Material: Sandstone Redstone Height: 5 ft (approx.)
Dimension(HWL): 60 x 24 x 12 inch Position: Standing Go into the rustic outdoor stone
statue:
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The stone sculpture of apsara is seen bathing her infant.
The armlet, bangles, earrings, necklaces, head jewelry, anklets, the nose ring is carved
beautifully on the sculpt.
An innocent figure of an infant is also seen standing alongside her.
The hypnotic sculptures are carved profoundly by the talented arts man of Odisha, where
stone carving is a major handicraft.

Apsara: A beauty, an artist, a wife, a mother

Apsara has many roles in Hindu mythology and scriptures. Rambha, Menaka, Urvashi, are
a few examples of names, you must have heard of.
They are said to have appeared from the churning of the milk ocean.
They are usually the wives of the Gandharvas, together they live in the palace of Lord
Indra.
Apsara is not only maiden beauty, but they are also wives and mothers, bringing up their
children with care and affection, which is shown in the sculpture very beautifully.
Proficient in singing and dancing skills, they usually entertain in the courts of Gods.

Where and how to keep the stone sculpture: 

What can be more enchanting to use it in your interior design of the hotel, restaurant,
palace, and home.
Add the adoring outdoor stone statue in your garden, park, and landscaping for a
distinctive look.
Place the outdoor stone statue beside the artificial water body, fountain, and swimming
pool, etc to amplify a warm-hearted look.
It will be an endearing present for your loved ones on their special occasion.

Few merits of placing the  alluring outdoor stone statue of the Apsara:

In accord with Vaastu, the east and Northeast zone is associated with happiness and
refreshment, so keeping it in this zone, will amplify your joy and happiness in your life.
Artists equate with singing and dancing are recommended to keep the statue west and the
Southwest zone.
Face the stone sculptures outward at the entrance of your home or office, which will
attract positive energy inside of it, helps to soothe and calm your soul and mind.

How to take care of the outdoor stone statue:

The statue is made of Sandstone,  considered to be the most durable material.
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The chief advantage of Sandstone is that it is weather-resistant and low maintenance.
Clean the statue using a piece of dry cloth and broom over the surface of the outdoor
stone statue.
Dusting of the outdoor stone statue should be done every alternative day to keep the dirt
away from the stone sculpture.

Sandstone dancing apsara
statue 49 inch
Read More
SKU: 00576
Price: ₹60,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Apsara Sculpture Khajuraho | Angel
Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: garden decor, garden statue, New Arrivals,
outdoor statue, red stone, sandstone, stone statue

Product Description

The Dancing Apsara statue is a simple yet stylish traditional décor for your outdoor
embellishment. The intricate rustic décor makes a wonderful embody to add more classical chic
to any space of your choice. Material: Sandstone / Khondalite Stone Statue Height: 4 ft
(approx.) Dimension(HWL): 49 x 19 x 12 inch Position: Standing Statue The mesmerizing
stone sculptures of the nymph:

The captivating statue of apsara is seen dancing on a flower engraved pedestal.
Holding a peacock in one hand and the branches of a tree on with the other.
The armlets, bangles, earrings, necklaces, waist chains, anklets are delicately carved on
her body.
The mesmerizing stone sculptures are chiseled so creatively by the skilled artisans of
Odisha where stone carving is a major handicraft.
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The epitome of beauty: The Apsara

Apsaras have many roles in Hindu mythology and scriptures.  Rambha, Menaka, Urvashi,
are a few examples of them.
They are said to have emerged from the churning of the milk ocean.
Usually, they are wives of Gandharvas. Together they live in the palace of Lord Indra.
They are skillful dancer and singers, performs in a court of Gods.

Where and how to keep stone sculptures of Apsara:

You can add it to the interior design of your hotel, restaurant, palace, and home for a
vintage touch.
Placing it on each side of your entrance of the home, restaurant, marriage hall, the hotel,
will fetch you tones of compliments by your guest.
Also placing it in your favorite spot of your garden, park, and landscaping will double the
embellishment of the spot.
Install the outdoor stone statue beside the artificial water body, fountain, and swimming
pool will add enrichments to the décor.

Advantages of placing an outdoor stone statue of Apsaras:

In the manner of Vaastu, the east and Northeast zone distribute the zone of happiness and
refreshment, so keeping Apsara in the above-specified zone, will double up the joy and
happiness in your life.
Artists associated with singing and dancing are advised to keep the statue in the west and
the Southwest zone will be beneficial.
Make sure the face of the should face outward of your home, will attract positive energy
inside your home.

Caring and cleaning tips of the outdoor stone statue:

The eyeful outdoor stone statue is made of Sandstone.
The chief advantage of Sandstone is that it is a  weatherproof material and durable.
Clean it with the help of a piece of dry cloth and broom.
The dusting should be done periodically to keep the dirt away from the surface of the
stone sculptures.
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Sandstone Radha Krishna statue
48 inch
Read More
SKU: 00575
Price: ₹90,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Krishna Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: New Arrivals, outdoor statue, sandstone, stone
statue

Product Description

Sandstone Natural Rubbing
Stone Chandan Patta 5 inch
Read More
SKU: 01267
Price: ₹2,240.00 Original price was: ₹2,240.00.₹
2,016.00Current price is: ₹2,016.00. inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Accessories, Kitchen & Puja
Tags: Kitchen Utensils, sandstone, sandstone Chandan
Pata, Sandstone Sandal Rubbing Stone chandan pata,
Sandstone Sandals rubbing Stone, Traditional

Product Description
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The traditional rubbing stone Chandan Patta is a method in India to get the best
paste of Chandan or to make Kids Ghutti & grinding some herbs or for Puja purposes.
Material: Sandstone / Redstone Dimension(HWL): 2 x 5 x 5 inch Characterization of the
elemental stone sculptures:

The above stone sculpture is a Chandan Patta made from Sandstone stone.
It's a round-shaped unsharpened sculpture with a coarse surface that helps the grinding
process.
Whether detailed or plain, the artisans of Odisha never fail to appease the buyer with their
prowess in carving stone sculptures.

The uses of the Chandan Patta:

Very useful for rubbing sandalwood or any other wood intended for religious purposes.
The Patta can be used as a base for small statues.
You can place Kalash over it also for adequate stability and put it on the threshold.
You can make use of the Chandan Patta with a lamp / candle. It might just be an excellent
spot for it.
You could throw any small statuette in the Chandan Patta.

Cleaning guide for the Chandan Patta:

Make the statues look all new at any time. You may be wondering how to keep it clean?
Here are the things you need to do.
Submerge the sculpture in the water. Wash the sculpture with a clean cloth or sponge
dipped in soapy water. Use the brush dipped in soapy water to clean the harder-to-reach
areas. (the tiny holes).
Dry the sculpture with a soft clean dry towel to remove excess moisture.
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Sandstone Natural Chandan
Chakla or Chandan Patta 6 inch
Read More
SKU: 01266
Price: ₹2,240.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Accessories, Kitchen & Puja
Tags: Kitchen Utensils, sandstone, sandstone Chandan
Pata, Sandstone Sandal Rubbing Stone chandan pata,
Sandstone Sandals rubbing Stone, Traditional

Product Description

CRAFTS ODISHA brings you the handcrafted Natural Sandstone Naural Chandan Patta
/ Chakla. The traditional grinding method in India for Puja. Not for only rubbing but
you can also use it for Thakurji Simhasan. Material: Sandstone / Redstone Dimension(
HWL): 2 x 6 x 6 inch
Depiction of the stone sculptures:

The stone sculpture shown here is a Chandan Patta or Chakla made from Sandstone.
 The blunt-shaped sculpture can be utilized for multiple purposes.
Whether complicated or plain, the artisans of Odisha never disappoint the buyer with their
expertise in sculpting on stone.

The usefulness of the Chandan Patta:

Use to rub the sandalwood, or any other wood intended for religious intents.
 The Chandan Patta can be used for placing small statues/statuettes.
 You can also seat a Kalash over it.
 It might just be the perfect spot for placing a small lamp/Diya or candle to illuminate.
You could cast any small figurine in the Chandan Patta, it would look like a piece of art.

Cleaning and restoring Sandstone stone Chandan Patta:
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Sought after its stunning rustic color, capability to withstand natural elements without
decaying, and renewability.
Unlike many other stone products, Sandstone also requires little maintenance and is
exceptionally durable. With proper care, your piece will keep its look for many years.
Use a mixture of mild soap and water, such as liquid dish-washing soap, to clean the
surface of your stone Chandan Patta.
Use a soft scrub brush or irrigate the surface with a clean, damp cloth. Allow the stone
sculptures to dry.

Apsara in forest sandstone
statue 49 inch
Read More
SKU: 00594
Price: ₹60,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Apsara Sculpture Khajuraho | Angel
Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: garden decor, garden statue, home décor, New
Arrivals, outdoor statue, red stone, sandstone, stone
statue

Product Description

The life-like statue of Apsara ( Height: 4 ft ) is sure to be a showpiece in any garden and exterior
decoration. A rustic sandstone statue to look over your entrance and harmonize every gust and
breeze. Material: Odisha Brown Sandstone Dimension(HWL): 49 x 19 x 12 inch Height: 4 ft
(approx.)
The splendid outdoor stone statue of Apsara:

The well-formed pleasing statue of the apsara is standing over a well-carved pedestal.
The mesmerizing look and gesture of the body are brilliantly chiseled on the sculpture.
Stone carving is the ancient practice of Odisha, the skillful craftsman has made it globally
popular through their intricate design on sculpture.
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Apsara in Hindu mythology:

According to Hindu mythological scriptures, they were the divine singer and dancers with
Gandharvas living in the palace of Lord Indra.
Apsaras are so beautiful and extremely master at dancing and singing. Urvashi, Menaka,
Rambha, are a few examples of them.
They were said to be born from the churning of the ocean of milk. They selected
Gandharvas as their consort.

Some placement guides for the astonishing outdoor stone statue:

Apsara décor is presently used in many interior and exterior themes.
Make your guest feel royal by keeping it on each side of the entrance of your home, hotel,
or palace.
You can also put it under a lamp inserted in the park, garden, landscaping, and artificial
water body for better fascination.
Placing it beside the swimming pool, fountain, the backyard will also amplify your décor.

Utility one will get by keeping the celestial maiden(Apsara):. 

Apsaras represents the emotion of enjoying oneself. East-northeast is the Vaastu zone of
happiness and rejuvenation. So placing at the above-mentioned zone make you feel joyous
and rejuvenated.
People associated with dance art are recommended to keep it in the west and southwest
zone.
According to Hindu belief keeping the outdoor stone statue facing the front door will
attract positive energy into your home.

Guidance of safekeeping of the outdoor sandstone statue

The above sculpt is made from sandstone material.
Sandstone is a weatherproof, durable material that proved best for exterior ornamentation.
Just take a dry cloth or broom to dust the statue.
Routine cleaning should be done every other day to get rid of any dust compile from the
surface of the outdoor stone statue.
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Sandstone Yali lion statue 24
inch
Read More
SKU: 00593
Price: ₹50,400.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Lion Statues, Animals & Birds Statues,
Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: garden decor, garden statue, home décor, New
Arrivals, outdoor statue, red stone, sandstone, stone
statue

Product Description

A sculptural masterpiece like this one with a thrilling uproarious appearance is well
suited to any exterior or interior decor theme. The lion Sandstone statue's visual
impact is incredible. Material: Sandstone / Redstone Dimension(HWL): 24 x 11 x 18 inch
Height: 2 ft Position: Sitting  Statuesque :

The rip-roaring lion sculpture is sculpted from durable and weather-proof materials like
Sandstone.
A mane, adorned with necklaces, one leg raised in the air, another flat on the floor with a
hanging tongue, sitting on a lotus-designed square pedestal.
Its culture is reminiscent of the lion of Odisha used in many shrines, and cultural heritage
designs.

The cultural and religious value of Lion in Hinduism:

Lions are symbols of power & courage.
Lord Narasimha an Avatar of Vishnu took the half man half lion form.
He served as the Vahana of planetary guard Rahu and Goddess Durga.
Lion serves as a Vahana of other goddesses like Parvati, Narasimhi, Katyayini,
Skandamata, etc.
Buddhists considered them as strength and protection.
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He is seen at the entrance of  Hindu shrines to protect and guard the temple.

A classic and reminiscent essence design idea: Exterior decorative option:

If you want to show particular attention to any path then incorporate two of them on each
side that will be more striking.
Add a variety of plants every few feet, in your garden/lawn/walkways and pathways then
incorporate the statue among the plant so the visitors can enjoy the illusion of a forest.
A small pool, fountain, or artificial pond will assist in incorporating the rip-roaring lion.
Garden which has tailored hedges and bushes like boxwood, cypress, and ficus, will add
the statue as an elegant sleek o spruce up your garden.
Make a royal and regal impression on the visitor by incorporating it at the entrance of your
home which looks like a guardian of your entrance.

Interior decorative option:

Exhibit it in a place where it should not interfere with walking like the nooks of the
staircase left unused.
If you want to give height to a sculpture then consider using a pedestal, then place it in the
center of a lobby, patio, or porch.
Make it a focal point on the porch of your luxurious resort, hotel, or restaurant.
Incorporate it in the corner of your living room, bringing life to the space and making it the
focal point of any room.
Exhibit him in the doorway and staircase near the home entrance, will be a great job.

Benefits of having a lion statue include:

In the northeast corner is advisable to place the statue according to Vaastu.
It ushers the energy of the place more positively.
They protect the house /shrine so keeping the statue standing at the doorway or staircase
near the entrance helps to ward off the negativity.

Tips to keep your stone sculptures in great shape & condition:

Your stone sculptures can last a lifetime once you know how to clean them and keep them
away from dust and debris.
Use a cotton hand broom or a bristle brush, and wipe it dry all over the surface to intricate
areas.
Just use the dusting method, twice a month to maintain the original appearance.
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Sandstone Gaja-simha statue 37
inch
Read More
SKU: 00584
Price: ₹152,320.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Lion Statues, Animals & Birds Statues,
Garden Sculptures, Hindu Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
Tags: garden decor, garden statue, home décor, New
Arrivals, outdoor statue, red stone, sandstone, stone
statue

Product Description

Sandstone welcome elephant
statue 2pcs 25 inch
Read More
SKU: 00582
Price: ₹87,360.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Elephant Statue, Animals & Birds Statues,
Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: garden decor, garden statue, home décor, New
Arrivals, outdoor statue, red stone, sandstone, stone
statue

Product Description
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